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Unpacking the Relationship Between Science Education
and Applied Scientific Literacy

Amanda Crowell & Christian Schunn

# Springer Science+Business Media Dordrecht 2015

Abstract Scientific literacy has many meanings: it can be thought of as foundational knowledge,
foundational critical thinking skills, or the application of these two foundations to everyday decision
making. Here, we examine the far transfer scenario: do increases in science education lead to
everyday decision-making becoming more consistent with consensus scientific knowledge? We
report on a large sample of employees of a mixed urban/rural county representing a diverse range of
careers, who completed an anonymous survey about their environmental conservation actions at
home, as well as their general education level and their science coursework. Across broad and
narrowmeasures of science education, we find little impact on action. Possible causes of this failure
of transfer and the implications for changes in science instruction are discussed.

Keywords Science education . Scientific literacy

Introduction

Scientific literacy, in itsmost basic form, can be thought of as a baseline of understanding of science
needed for all (see DeBoer 2000; Roberts 2007; Norris and Phillips 2003 for reviews). Different
researchers have argued for different needs that are served by science knowledge and, subsequent-
ly, different measuring sticks to determine whether an individual is scientifically literate. An older
example is the argument that basic science knowledge is necessary to be an Beducated^ person (see
Miller 1983 for review). The premise of this argument is that the science knowledge one attains in
science courses taken in high school and university is part of a broad spectrum of general
information needed for one to knowledgeably engage both professionally and personally.

Other researchers argue that learning science provides a unique opportunity to develop a
different kind of general knowledge: critical thinking skills (e.g., Hurd 2000). In this case, the
premise is that science is well situated to provide opportunities to critically inquire, utilize
evidence, learn principles of controlled and comparative investigations, and apply problem
solving to novel situations. Additionally, the practices of science are an embodiment of an
advanced epistemology that conceives knowledge as negotiated and ever changing (Hofer and
Pintrich 1997; Sismondo 2004). Exposure to and engagement with science, then, may allow
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for cognitive skill development and epistemological sophistication, which will help the
economy by making the workforce more globally competitive (National Center for Education
and the Economy 2007; Thomas and Brown 2011).

Taking a step beyond the notion that scientific understanding confers direct benefits to the
individual are thosewho believe this knowledge and these skills facilitate action. For example, being
scientifically literate might incite more individuals to pursue careers in science and technology, two
important industries for a country’s economic health (Bybee and Fuchs 2006). There are others,
however, who assert that the assumed causal pathway between a scientifically literate populace and
greater economic health through greater productivity in science, technology, and engineering is not
justified at each step and is likely to be more about inequality in science opportunity than raising the
level of literacy of the general population (Roschelle, Bakia, Toyama, and Patton 2011).

Moving outside of formal science to the purposes of science for those who will not engage in a
career in science, some argue that scientific literacy promotes the ability to critically consume
reports of science. Miller (2004), whose measure of scientific literacy is based upon this view,
argues that the baseline of science knowledge one obtains through science course taking is that
which is required to read and have an opinion about new and evolving scientific discoveries. Such
knowledge and resultant voting behavior would be both a safeguard against dangerous scientific
advancements and a means of ensuring public support for innovation. Echoing this sentiment is
the recent conceptualization of scientific literacy by the Program for International Assessment
(PISA), which defines scientific literacy as an understanding of the contexts, competencies,
knowledge and attitudes that future citizens would need to Bengage in science-related issues,
and with the ideas of science, as a constructive, concerned, and reflective citizen^ (OECD 2006).

Finally, there are others who argue that scientific literacy improves the likelihood that when
one is confronted with dilemmas in which science knowledge plays a big role, one would bemore
likely to act in concert with scientific consensus (Crowell and Schunn 2014). One might call this
the applied aspect of scientific literacy: that is, one’s likelihood to apply one’s scientific knowl-
edge to one’s everyday life (Jenkins 1999; Feinstein 2010, 2012). One example where one might
make a decision that would be better informed by science is health (Peerson and Saunders 2009).
When one is confronted with an everyday decision regarding one’s health, a scientifically literate
individual would act in amanner supported by science, assuming science has relevant information
for the health issue at hand. If this idea holds, then there should be a relationship between greater
scientific literacy and better health. Given that there are health issues that are growing in the
general public, this would be a benefit indeed. For example, obesity is an epidemic across the age
spectrum but particularly alarming is the steep rise in type two diabetes (previously an adult onset
disease caused by obesity) in overweight adolescents (Rabin 2012).

Another such area is environmental conservation—the issue on which we focus here. While
there is a debate about the scope of human-influenced climate change, there is scientific consensus
that human activities are contributing to unsustainable environmental conditions (Intergovern-
mental Panel on Climate Change 2007a). Indeed, scientists warn that continuing on current
trajectories will likely lead to shortages of clean water and food (Durack, Wijffels, and Matear
2012), higher incidences of catastrophic weather events, and changes to animal and insect
ecosystems which could lead to species instability and extinction (Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change 2007b) The obesity epidemic and environmental conservation are only two
examples of instances where applied scientific literacy would be beneficial—i.e., action in concert
with scientific consensus would improve or reverse an alarming trend. We opted to focus on
environmental conservation because there is substantial scientific consensus, there are a variety of
actions everyone can take across contexts, and the problem is of ever-increasing concern.

Each conception of scientific literacy is tied with a common thread: scientific literacy is
conferred by way of education. Indeed, scientific literacy is often the reason for requiring all
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students (not just those interested in pursuing a career in science and engineering) to take a
baseline of science courses. PISA goes so far as to declare that scientific literacy is the
Bessential goal of science education^ (OECD 2006). It is this relationship between science
education and applied scientific literacy that we seek to examine here; particularly, how does
education impact the decisions one makes regarding environmental conservation in the home?

In addition to assessing the relationship between course taking (education) and action
(applied scientific literacy), we also assess the relationship between one’s exposure to science
and one’s perceptions of oneself as able to attain new knowledge when the need arises.
Confidence in one’s ability to attain new knowledge is particularly important to this applied
element of scientific literacy in part because new scientific knowledge must often be acquired
to deal with scientific issues as they present in our everyday life. Therefore, we refine the
knowledge element of scientific literacy to be one’s perceived knowledge attainment ability
(PKAA); that is, in the context of conflicting opinions, how sure is an individual that he or she
could come to an understanding of an environmental conservation issue?

Our focus is on one’s perceived competence rather than one’s actual competence because the
literature on perceived competence indicates that the two are not always highly correlated and it is
perception that drives one’s likelihood to participate in an activity (e.g., Bandura 1986; Carroll and
Loumidis 2001). Further, we focus on perceptions about ability to attain knowledge rather than
perceptions of existing knowledge because specific actions havemany details that are highly unlikely
to be presented within high school or college science classes. The connection of coursework to
informed decision making in particular applied settings must involve some additional information
acquisition. Indeed, many science courses include the ability to decipher new research within the
domain as an explicit goal of instruction (Norris and Phillips 2003; Phillips and Norris 1999; Sutman
1996). Finally, we have found that PKAA is an important predictor of action in the same domain
being studied here (Crowell and Schunn 2014); here, we examinewhether education impacts PKAA.

Perceptions of competence are typically measured via survey. Best practices in the mea-
surement of competency beliefs recommend describing particular situations and asking re-
spondents to estimate their ability to succeed in that situation (Bandura 2001). We use this
approach, and our prior work suggests our particular survey questions of PKAA have good
psychometric properties (e.g., good reliability/internal coherence).

In sum, we are asking the following questions:

1. Does being more educated (generally, and in science) correlate with a greater likelihood to
act in concert with scientific consensus?

2. Does exposure to science content knowledge increase one’s perceived knowledge attain-
ment ability (a key predictor of literate action)?

Method

Participants

Participants were recruited from the employee pool of a mixed urban/suburban county in the
American Midwest, including a wide range of occupations such as lawyers, secretaries, admin-
istrators, janitors, road repair workers, parks management, and city officials. Of the 6800 county
employees, 738 (11 %) at least partially completed the survey. Though we do not have
information about those who did not complete the survey, separate links were sent to different
departments and respondents returned from almost all links, indicating that our participant pool
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represents many different departments. Participants were 67 % female and predominantly (89 %)
white. The participants were generally well educated with 64 % holding a bachelors degree or
higher, 29 % with an associates degree, and 7 % without a university level degree. Twenty-five
percent of the sample held a degree in math, science or engineering (MSE), and most of these
(15 % of the sample; 60 % of those with MSE degrees) held degrees in science.

Sampling Procedures

All county employees were notified of the opportunity to participate in the survey by email and
notifications placed in the payroll envelopes. They were offered the opportunity to take the
survey online or to take it on paper and fax it to the researchers. Only seven participants opted
to take the survey on paper.

Notifications informed county employees that the office of sustainability was collecting
information about employee actions regarding environmental conservation. Participants were
assured that all responses were anonymous, collected by an independent university organiza-
tion, and that every entry would qualify for a random drawing; 50 randomly chosen partici-
pants were awarded a $100 prize. Responses were accepted over 21 days: 126 partial and 612
complete responses were collected. Only the complete surveys (excluding the page where
personal information was collected for entry into the drawing) were included in the analyses.

Measures

Sustainable Action Survey Participants completed the Sustainable Action Survey (Crowell
and Schunn 2014), a survey including questions regarding each of the five common
actions that can be enacted at home and have significant environmental conservation
benefits. These actions were recycling, reducing water usage, reducing energy usage,
bundling driving to reduce gas (petrol) usage, and purchasing sustainable products (see
Appendix A for verbatim questions). We focus on actions at home because previous
work (Crowell and Schunn 2014) indicates that engaging in conservation actions at work
or in the public sphere is less common if one is not already engaged in conservation at
home. Focusing on actions at home also reduces variability in opportunities to engage in
conservation actions across different job categories and responsibility levels.

The first question asked how often the participant engaged in the action at home
(ranging from Ball the time^ to Bnever^) and was followed by a series of statements about
that action, each of which were found to significantly (and independently) predict
engaging in the such actions (Crowell and Schunn 2014). Specifically, respondents
indicate whether they think that the action makes a difference to environmental sustain-
ability, saves money, is convenient, sets a good example, and is responsible; the
participants were asked how much they agreed with each statement (answers ranged
from Bstrongly agree^ to Bstrongly disagree^).

Perceived Knowledge Attainment Ability (PKAA) The last question of each set assessed
perceived knowledge attainment ability:

BImagine you are at a party where two people are arguing about the importance of
recycling. One person says that recycling has NO long-term impact on environmental
sustainability, and another person says that recycling does have a long-term impact on
environmental sustainability. You decide to do some research to figure out who is right.
How sure are you that you have the science knowledge to understand what you read?^
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Answer options ranged from Bvery sure^ to Bnot sure at all.^ An aggregate score is
computed across the five questions and has high reliability (Cronbach’s alpha = 0.96).

Demographics and Course Taking The survey concluded with a series of demographic
questions including possible confounds such as gender and questions about how much concern
for environmental conservation was expressed in the home in which one was raised. Finally,
course taking was assessed via structured self report. Participants were asked to self report their
highest degree and were then prompted to select how many courses from each science domain
they passed in high school, university, and graduate education. Respondents were only asked
about relevant education levels (i.e., one who had a high school diploma was not asked about
university course taking).

Results and Discussion

We begin with the general question of whether being more educated improves one’s likelihood
to act in concert with scientific consensus. We compared individuals with no college educa-
tion, some college education (including those with an associates degree) and a bachelors
degree or higher. We hypothesized that more education would positively influence one’s
likelihood to engage in actions that are in concert with scientific consensus.

Analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) showed a main effect of education level, F(2, 602)=
4.01, p<.05, partial eta squared = 0.01. There was no effect of gender (p=.07), but concern in
the home of origin significantly predicted action, F(1, 602)=22.53, p<.01, partial eta squared
= 0.04. Sidak adjusted post hoc tests reveal that the difference is between those with no college
education and those with a bachelors degree or above (p<.05) with those with less education
exhibiting more action in concert with scientific consensus (see Table 1, Fig. 1). The group
with some college education did not differ significantly from the other two.

These results repeat across most of the individual actions, as can be seen in Fig. 2, which
shows the proportion of people who engage in the action Ball of the time^ or Bmost of the time.^

To determine whether science education in particular has a different relationship to actions
than education generally, we created a variable representing the relative depth of one’s science
education. That is, sums of the number of courses one took in high school and university across all
science domains were binned based on standard deviations from the mean number of courses.
ANCOVA showed a small main effect of science course taking, F(3, 601)=2.87, p<.05, partial
eta squared = 0.01. There was no effect of gender (p=.22), but concern in the home of origin
significantly predicted action,F(1, 601)=22.17, p<.01, partial eta squared = 0.04. The differences

Table 1 Sidak adjusted post-hoc tests between education level groups

Education level (I) Education level (J) Mean difference (I–J) P

No college, mean=3.31 Some college 0.18 0.28

Bachelors or more 0.27 0.03*

Some college, mean=3.13 No college −0.18 0.28

Bachelors or more 0.09 0.30

Bachelors or more, mean=3.04 No college −0.27 0.03*

Some college −0.09 0.30

*Value is statistically significant
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between groups was not large enough to withstand a Sidak adjustment, but LSD post hoc tests
reveal that those whose science course taking is more than one standard deviation above the mean
are more likely to act in concert with scientific consensus than those who have taken a number of
science courses that fall within one standard deviation from the mean. Those with the highest
number of science courses are not, however, more likely than those with almost no exposure to
science to behave in concert with scientific consensus (see Table 2, Fig. 3). Science education,
then, when one reaches the highest levels, can have a positive effect on one’s behavior, though the
overall effect is small. In essence, high levels of science exposure can be helpful to a small degree,
but lower levels of science exposure do not impact action.

To determine whether more targeted science education can make a larger difference for the
average course taker, we created a variable representing the relative depth of one’s biology and
environmental science education. That is, sums of the number of courses one took in high
school and university in biology or environmental science were binned based on standard
deviations from the mean number of courses. ANCOVA (controlling for gender and concern in
the home of origin) showed no effect of biology or environmental science course taking on
one’s likelihood to act in concert with scientific consensus, F(3, 601)=1.73, p=.16.

One effect of a science education could be the influence of one’s education on whether one
perceives oneself as capable of consuming conflicting reports of science and coming to an
informed conclusion. We refer to this as one’s perceived knowledge attainment ability
(PKAA). In a factor analysis, the five PKAA items factored together so closely that this
overall perceived knowledge aggregate was used in each model (alpha=0.96), indicating that

Fig. 1 Actions across general education level

T

Fig. 2 Actions across science course-taking levels
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one’s perception of one’s ability to attain knowledge is not highly content specific. Prior work
indicates that PKAA is a significant and independent predictor of action in the home, and
current analysis indicates that course taking is a significant predictor of PKAA, controlling for
the impact of concern in the home of origin and education level [F(3, 605)=8.87, p<.01,
partial eta square = 0.04 (see Fig. 4)]. The gain is seen with moderate amounts of course
taking; intense course taking does not confer further benefits.

When both PKAA and course taking predict conservation action in the home (controlling for
concern in the home of origin), both main effects remain [perceived knowledge attainment ability,
F=34.11, p<.01, partial eta square = 0.05; and course taking, F=3.28, p<.05, partial eta square =
0.02] indicating that education is having an effect (though small) over and above PKAA.

General Discussion

Overall, we found a very weak relationship between science course taking and applied
scientific literacy (and a negative relationship between general education and scientific

Table 2 LSD post hoc comparisons between science coursetaking groups

Science course taking (I) Science course taking (J) Mean difference (I–J) P

Less than 1 SD below the mean, mean=3.40 Within 1 SD below 0.28 0.06

Within 1 SD above 0.27 0.09

19.43+ 0.07 0.67

Within 1 SD below the mean, mean=3.06 Less than 1 SD below −0.28 0.06

Within 1 SD above −0.02 0.79

Greater than 1 SD above −0.21 0.01

Within 1 SD above the mean, mean=3.02 Less than 1 SD below −0.27 0.09

Within 1 SD below 0.02 0.79

Greater than 1 SD above −0.19 0.03*

Greater than 1 SD above the mean, mean=3.19 Less than 1 SD below −0.07 0.67

Within 1 SD below 0.21 0.01*

Within 1 SD above 0.19 0.03*

Mean overall science course taking is 10.56, standard deviation, 8.85

*Value is statistically significant

T

Fig. 3 The relationship between course-taking and perceived knowledge attainment ability
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literacy). Before falsely concluding that education broadly construed is not the key to this
aspect of scientific literacy, it is important to examine the underlying theory of action.

There are several definitions of scientific literacy that precede the likelihood of scientific
literacy predicting action; information from one’s science education must be retained long
enough to be used, and critical thinking must be in place to apply the retained knowledge to
novel situations. Both retention of knowledge and the development of critical thinking can be
called into question as outcomes of current science education (Conway, Cohen, and Stanhope
1991; Semb and Ellis 1994; American Association for the Advancement of Science 1989,
1993; National Research Council 1996, 2000; Anderson et al 1994). If typical science
education experiences are ineffective in this regard, then the far transfer scenario (applying
those foundations to real world situations) cannot be expected. Thus, it may still be the case
that science education can produce scientifically informed action, but unfortunately, current
science education of the kind most people receive does not.

In support of the idea that it is not the amount of science education per se but quality of
science education that predicts scientific literacy is the fact that among the relationships we
tested, science course taking had a positive impact only for those who had been exposed to a
number of courses more than one standard deviation above the mean: that is, those who had
taken more than 19 courses in science across high school and university showed greater
scientific literate action than those who took a number of courses that fell within one standard
deviation above or below the mean. To take this many classes, it is likely that these individuals
are what Feinstein (2010) calls scientific insiders—they have begun to take on the mindset and
habits of the mind of science. The rest are more likely to be what Feinstein calls marginal
insiders, whose Bunderstanding of science is fairly primitive, extending to experimentation but
excluding probability and peer-review, and utterly neglecting the long and messy labors of
authentic scientific work^ (Feinstein 2010, p. 181). That is, it may be that only those reaching
upper levels of science coursework develop the critical thinking skills necessary to apply
knowledge to concrete situations. Alternatively, it maybe that more coursework produce
knowledge that is less likely to be forgotten at longer delays (Bahrick 1984; Bahrick,
Bahrick, Bahrick, and Bahrick 1993) or more coursework may produce more intense levels
of interest or valuing of science, and it is the interest or valuing of science that drives later
continued participation with science. Finally, there are those who argue that the notion of an
adequately communicated scientific consensus that is preferable to a non-scientific perspective
is to espouse a deficit model; it may be that even individuals with strong scientific content
knowledge are not exposed to adequately communicated scientific perspectives that could
inform their decisions (Miller, 2010).

T

Fig. 4 The relationship between course-taking and perceived knowledge attainment
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Though it is less common to talk of scientific literacy as marked by the actions we take rather
than simply by the knowledge we have, this applied perspective is often touted as a benefit of
science knowledge. For example, the highly influential Benchmarks for Science Literacy note
that science knowledge should Binform decisions on the uses of technology^ and help one Bdeal
sensibly with problems that often involve evidence, quantitative considerations, logical argu-
ments, and uncertainty^ (AAAS 1993, p. XI). The previous US National Science Education
Standards state that Beveryone needs to use scientific information to make choices that arise
everyday^ (NRC, 2005; p. 1). The new Framework for K-12 Science Education also notes
Boverarching goal of our framework for K-12 science education is to ensure that by the end of
12th grade, all students … are careful consumers of scientific and technological information
related to their everyday lives^ (National Research Council 2012, p. 1). Clearly, science
education policy makers intended for science knowledge to transfer to everyday decisions.

To meet these expectations, science education will need to be restructured. Certainly, it
must move away from rhetoric of conclusions (Schwab 1962) and towards a more constructed
and active learning endeavor (National Research Council 2007; AAAS 1993). Science
education would certainly benefit from taking on the practices and procedures of professional
science such as argumentation and inquiry, as many have argued (Bricker and Bell 2008; Ford
2015; Kuhn 2005) and are now highlighted in the Next Generation Science Standards. To meet
the specific particular intentions of applied scientific literacy such as community stewardship,
however, it may be that science education needs to shift from the practices and knowledge of
professional science (the focus of many current reform efforts) towards the principles and
consequences of community stewardship in particular (Feinstein 2010).

Limitations and Future Work

This report advances the interpretation of a lack of a relationship between variables: essentially that
the amount of science education does not predict applied scientific literacy. As such, it is critically
important that we address any measurement concerns. One concern might be that our measure of
applied scientific literacy is based on self-report, which can be inaccurate. However, our interpre-
tations rely on comparative levels of actions, and any noise that exists in our measure likely exists at
all levels of education, and the social pressure to misrepresent their literate actions is likely to be
highest among the most educated. Further, the pattern of results is essentially the same across all
actions examined, some of which are less frequent/more salient (e.g., driving behaviors) and thus
less likely to be misremembered. Yet, it would be useful to replicate these results with observational
data and perhaps with other issues of scientific concern that may be less subject to self-report biases.

Similarly, our measure of science education is based on one’s self-reporting of classes that
were often taken many years before. While there is validity in this concern, we attempted to
temper the effect of faulty memory by using standard deviation distance from the average as
our binning variable. This allows for comparing people with very different levels of exposure
without relying on precise memories about every indicated course. Additionally, these reports
are also analyzed comparatively, providing the same protection as mentioned in the discussion
of the dependent variable. If there were systematic memory biases, the most likely bias would
be for people engaged in literate action to be more likely to remember prior coursework.
Finally, our measure of amount of science education is related to one’s perceived knowledge
attainment ability in a manner that one would expect, providing some concurrent validity.

Replication across a randomly chosen sample would add confidence since participation was
voluntary (although with some financial incentive for participation) and could be biased towards
individuals who value environmental conservation actions. Additionally, replication from more
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varied samples and samples with a higher response rate would ensure that these results are not
restricted to civil servants from the American Midwest who are agreeable to taking surveys.

While we must be careful in our interpretations, these results do provide some evidence that
amount of science education is not a sufficient determinant of whether one acts in concert with
scientific consensus. While we argue that the onus may well be on the type of science education
most people receive, we also acknowledge that other factors could simply be more impactful.
For example, in previous work (Crowell and Schunn 2014) practical concerns, a sense of social
responsibility and convenience were found to be independent predictors of applied scientific
literacy. At the very least, the argument that science education writ large will benefit everyday
decision making should not be taken as self-evident truth; future models of the relationship
between scientific literacy and education must be more complex and sensitive to the impact of
personal perceptions, practical concerns, and the quality of the educational experience.

Acknowledgments This study was funded by a grant from the Gordon and Betty Moore Foundation to the
Christian Schunn.

Appendix A: Example Question: Recycling

Recycling

1) How often do you recycle AT HOME?*

( ) All the time
( ) Most of the time
( ) Sometimes
( ) Rarely
( ) Never

2) Please indicate how much you agree with each statement about recycling AT HOME.
(Please place a check mark in one box for each row)*

Strong agree Agree Disagree Strong disagree

Recycling at home makes a big difference to
environmental sustainability

Recycling at home saves money

Recycling at home is convenient

Recycling at home sets a good example for others

Recycling at home is a responsible thing to do

5) Imagine you are at a party where two people are arguing about the importance of
recycling. One person says that recycling has NO long-term impact on environmental
sustainability. You decide to do some research to figure out who is right.

How sure are you that you have the science knowledge to understand what you read?*

( ) Very Sure
( ) Sure
( ) Less sure
( ) Not sure at all
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